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About This Content

In Lonesome Road you are contacted by the original Courier Six, a man by the name of Ulysses who refused to deliver the
Platinum Chip at the start of Fallout: New Vegas. Ulysses promises the answer as to why he didn’t take the job,but only if you
make one last journey into the hurricane-swept canyons of the Divide, a landscape torn apart by earthquakes and violent storms.

It's up to you whether you take the job or not.
The road to the Divide is a long and treacherous one, and of the few to ever walk the road, none have ever returned. Is finding
answers to your own past worth the risk? Bring all your gear, all your weapons, but leave your companions behind...this is one

road you must walk alone.

Key Features:

New Terrain - Travel through the tortured landscape of the Divide, a wrecked locale torn apart by storms and
earthquakes to find Ulysses, the original Courier Six. Shattered canyons, abandoned missile silos, military bases, and
destroyed cityscapes await.

New Enemies - Take on the Tunnelers, the vicious Marked Men, and Ulysses himself!

New Weapons - As you make this treacherous journey you’ll have a series of new weapons at your disposal, including
the ‘Red Glare’ Rocket Launcher, a Laser Detonator that can be used to set off abandoned warheads scattered throughout
the environment, and a variety of Pre-War ordinance including Flare Guns, Satchel Charges, and Shoulder-Mounted
Machine Guns.
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New Perks - Lonesome Road increases the level cap by 5 and includes an array of new perks and recipes such as Auto-
Inject Stimpaks, Bitter Drink and Snakebite Tourniquet.
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I took a Marvellous journey to the Marvellous Machine of my Mind. It was Wonderful, Relaxing and Beautiful. Thank you. The
ONLY good american train. Sorry, I meant 'OK', it's not that good.. Don't have nerves to play this game. Need to be precise to
the seconds and workers cannot be scheduled ... Anyway for kids maybe will be fun :). What a cute game. Confusing at the
moments, but I'll give it a pass.. How in all the hells does this thing have a 96% approval rating? This is a game that should be ad-
paid on mobile, but it's $15 on Steam instead. I'm not even exaggerating. The puzzles and mechanics are ridiculously simple. I'm
not talking casual-level simple, I'm talking 'may entertain a small child' simple.

This is NOT a cross between Tetris and Lemmings. You don't have block falling from the sky that you have to accomodate, you
just pick them up and place them where you want them at any time you wish. You also don't have a team of skilled laborers.
You just have 3 idiot mice that walk forward and can climb 1 block and fall up to 3. The ONLY thing this game draws from
Tetris is the shape of the tetrominoes, and the ONLY thing it draws from Lemmings is rodents that continually walk forward.

Both Tetris and Lemmings are better games than this, and you can play both of them for free.

This is a rip-off.. you♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
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Annoyingly fun. i love this game. Having a lot of fun with this one, and want to post right off the bat that I am running a
Windows 7 64 bit machine with an i7 3.2 Gig processor and a Geforce 960M (driver version 388.71 or in Device Mngr.,
23.21.13.8871) with no stuttering or graphics issues of any kind. Overall, I really like the graphics in this game, and the screens
don't do it justice. I am getting a solid 60-70+ FPS without the reflections enabled and 40-45 with them on (and everything else
maxed/enabled) at 1080p. Note that there is 20-25 FPS slowdown when you get off the boat at the start of the level, but this
goes away after you get onto the island and I have not seen any other dips while playing.

The gameplay is really enjoyable and challenging enough to keep me interested. I've actually only spent about an hour and a half
in game, and am just about finished with the first island. There looks to be quite a bit of content ahead but hard to say how long
the game actually is at this point.

The only bug I have run into is that you cannot rebind the keys despite the game having the option to do so. Several players have
informed the devs and I'm sure it will be fixed in the next patch, so no worries there. The only odd controller binding (I'm using
a PS4 controller with DS4 Windows), is the L1 key which is bound to jump. It's actually not so bad as an option, but I am so
used to using X for jump that I've died several times by smashing the X button and trying to get out of the way. I'm starting to
get used to it, however.

Lastly, and I mentioned this to the devs as well, the game does not pause while you are in the inventory. This wouldn't be a big
deal if you were just switching gear, but there is a fair bit of crafting in this game which is done in the inventory section. While
learning the various crafting recipes, you have to keep the inventory open while moving from item to item, and I've died several
times while trying my best to hurry through an explanation of what I need to craft to get a new spell, make a new item, etc.
Hopefully this will be changed, but if not, it's more of an annoyance than a gamebreaker as eventually I will learn all of the
recipes and it won't be as much of an issue.

Hope you enjoy the game, I'm definitely having fun so far.

H

PS, Death to the thorny poison grass!!!

PSS, Very light spoiler: I just figured out that you can use certain items in caves to perform environmental kills on your
enemies!! Awesome!!!. Not only is the OST good, but it also helps fund dinorun 2. definitely worth buying. Ruined, used to be a
good game.
-10, then -10 more, removed everything that made the game fun, and its full pay to play now. Be prepared to pay $150 to open
up what you need to play the game, and still get killed over and over and over by the players that figured this game out long ago.
The only purpose to play is too get farmed. No balance, glitchy, same boring quest over and over. Everything, absoluly every
thing, (execept ammo) costs real money.
Wasted, advoid at all costs.. Drawing it's inspiration from NES era, Jet Gunner tries to have a go at the Run'n Gun genre with a
great amount of Platformer mix-in. Although the game mechanics and boss design is heavily inspired from classic NES games
like Contra, Shatterhand, Power Blade, Megaman, Metroid, etc., the game falls short of any of the games mentioned.

It starts out in force with all the great aspects that defined the era, but as the game goes on, and especially at the final levels, the
fun factor pretty much drops and frustration kicks in big time.

So, in a nutshell:

What's good:
- Game mechanics, graphics and music perfectly recreate the NES era;
- Great music that keeps you going;
- The jetpack mechanic makes the game interesting.

What's not that great:
- There's no possibility of aiming in any other direction except sideways, which in my opinion makes the game harder and more
frustrating than it should have been. This is especially annoying when the player is in mid-flight and an enemy crawls above or
underneath, resulting in loss of health, momentum and possible death;
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- The game difficulty is pretty much unforgiving. Dying results in replaying the whole level from the beginning and not from the
general vicinity of the place in which you've died;
- The power-ups are random for the most part which may be an annoyance if you are trying to learn the level and know when
and what to do. It also makes the boss fights be of inconsistent difficulty, because depending on what weapon you have
equipped at the time the fight can pretty much be one-sided;
- The robotic companion is pretty much useless. For what it worth, the player could have been left with the possibility of
changing his weapon instead (like in Contra 4 for exmple);
- There isn't any way to put the robot in auto-mode. Shooting at the same time as the player is a bit awkward if the player has a
slow shooting weapon that is generally used with well placed shots;
- The game is pretty short and the challenges that are present can just as well take more time to beat than the actual game.

All in all it's an interesting little game, but for me it felt a bit rushed and unbalanced, forcefully trying to be harder with the
player without any heart-felt goal. Without adding anything ground-breaking to the table, my opinion is that you should just skip
this game and just try to replay any old NES classics that you could have missed.. Bored after 1 hour. Mobile(Free but epic
grindy) Ported to PC(Epic grindy).

Simplistic Space Ship Battles that last anywhere from 5s to 5minutes per battle. If you are looking for in-depth tactical\/strategic
space battles with content and mind-blowing ship to ship action...this is not the game for you.

Lacking some content from the mobile ported game. ( Fewer by 5 ships available for use). "Titan Ship Class" as a PAID DLC,
as opposed to being "free(grind to get for free)" on the mobile game.

Controls are non-optimized for PC, just a straight up port and whatever the hell as long devs make money.

For a game released on mobile and now in pc, the english makes me wanna slap myself. Plus a lot of ########## in some
scenarios(unfinished texts). Lots of the game hints don't make sense( I think this is due to being translated from a different
language to English)

On the plus side, it's a game where you don't need to use any brains. at all. Relaxing to play a few battles now and then, and just
enjoy the gfx and ships exploding, although not for free, unlike mobile ersion).

Play the mobile version, you can get free "gold" and "khorium(2nd currency)" every few minutes by just force watching ads.

If you are looking for an intense ship-to-ship dakka dakka game, you are better off playing Battlefleet Gothic: Armada.. Game
loading too slow.
The story are S H I T.
If this game only can use to do some hand work.
Why I don't chose other better galgame.
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